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ABSTRACT
Harrison, Nathan E., M.S., Spring 2004 Geology
Gravity, Radar and Seismic Investigations to Help Determine Geologic, Hydrologie, and 
Biologic Relations in the Nyack Valley, Northwestern Montana.
Director: Dr. Steven Sheriff
Interdisciplinary research on the intermontane Nyack floodplain of the Flathead River in 
northwestern Montana focuses on the relationships between physical and biological 
processes linking water, nutrients, and the evolution of the floodplain. As part of that 
research, I determined the configuration of the valley fill and its internal stratification.
150 new observations of the complete Bouguer anomaly indicate a maximum depth to 
bedrock of about 200 meters in the Nyack Valley. The signal from 79 lines of Ground 
Penetrating Radar (GPR) data, collected with a 50 mhz antenna system indicate a 
reasonably consistent layer of coarse quaternary alluvium at approximately 25 meters 
depth.. Seismic refraction results, from a 24-channel instrument also indicate a 
stratigraphie boundary at 30 meters (commonly 1400 m/s over 2100 m/s), as well as 
bedrock in some of the surveys.
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INTRODUCTION
The Nyack Valley, an intermontane floodplain in northwestern Montana, has been 
the focus of a great deal o f multidisciplinary research for the past 10 years. Much of the 
recent interest, funded by an NSF Biocomplexity grant, focuses on how groundwater and 
surface water deliver nutrients to plants. As a part of that work, I am trying to understand 
the subsurface stratigraphy and depth to bedrock to better constrain groundwater models. 
My contribution to this problem involved a combination of seismic, ground penetrating 
radar (GPR), and gravity surveys, all of which can lend important insight to this problem. 
A reliable model for this relatively undisturbed floodplain can eventually be tested in, or 
adapted to other systems of a similar nature.
The Nyack Valley is a Quaternary basin in northwestern Montana and is 
approximately eight kilometers long and four kilometers wide (figure 1). The strike of 
the axis o f the valley is approximately NW-SE, similar to the Tertiary Kishenehn basin 
located just north of Nyack, MT. The valley is predominantly surrounded by rocks of the 
Precambrian Belt Supergroup, including the Helena, Snowslip, Shepard, Mount Shields, 
Bonner, and MacNamara formations (Harrison, J. E., 1998; Winston, D., 1986). To the 
northeast the valley is bounded by the Kishenehn formation, which is Tertiary in age, and 
presumably quite thin as there is only a small amount mapped (Harrison, J. E., 1998).
The Kishenehn formation also rests unconformably on some of the formations of the Belt 
Supergroup.
Pleistocene and Holocene glaciations modified the shape of the valley. The 
elevation, latitude, proximity to the peaks of Glacier National Park, as well as the 
presence of what appears to be a lateral moraine on the eastern valley walls all lend
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Figure 1. Location map of the Nyack Valley, northwestern Montana, showing gravity points and 
base stations, seismic and GPR lines, and gravity cross section locations.
strong evidence for glaciation. Normal faulting has probably also taken place in Nyack, 
however the faults in the valley mapped by Harrison (1998) are not currently active.
Previous geologic work in the Nyack Valley involved a search for preferential 
groundwater flow paths possibly related to paleochannels (Hawkins, 2003; Johnson, 
2003). Hawkins (2003) conducted about 22 kilometers of 100 and 200 MHz ground 
penetrating radar (GPR) surveys in an attempt to locate abandoned channels preserved in 
the floodplain at depths of 3 to 14 meters. It is theorized that these paleochannels, due to 
their relatively high hydraulic conductivity, play a major role in the direction of 
groundwater flow (Johnson, 2003).
Current research involving groundwater and surface water interactions in the 
Nyack Valley seek to support other biological and ecological projects in the area. In 
order to help constrain groundwater models, I collected gravity, ground penetrating radar 
(GPR), and seismic data. The gravity survey was used to derive a three dimensional 
depth to bedrock model. GPR and seismic surveys were both used to gain a better 
understanding of quaternary stratigraphy, as well as to test the depth to bedrock model 
provided by the gravity data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
I used three geophysical methods in order to gather information about young 
sedimentation in the Nyack Valley. Gravity data were collected in order to determine 
depth to bedrock, a very common application for this type o f survey (Bohidar, 2001) due 
to its reliability and relative simplicity. Seismic data can provide depths to, and seismic 
velocities of, subsurface layers to gain a better understanding of a basins internal
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Figure 2. Contour plot of elevation from a digital elevation model of a section of the Nyack Valley with the elevations of some gravity points 
Included. The contour Interval Is 0.5 meters, and the grid was calculated with 22 meter spacing. The elevations at the gravity points were 
attained with the same Trimble XRS-Pro GPS used throughout the survey. Notice that only three out of the 26 GPS points Included plot as
anomalous highs or lows by one contour.
stratigraphy and depth to bedrock values. Radar data were used to provide information 
about variations in electrical properties with depth, which can then be interpreted as 
stratigraphie variations. Each of these surveys required GPS positioning for location and 
gravity corrections.
Geodetic Positioning System (GPS) Measurements
The position o f each gravity station, as well as the endpoints of each GPR and 
seismic survey line, was recorded with a Trimble XRS-PRO GPS model TSCl. In 
collecting gravity data it is imperative to record latitude, longitude and elevation because 
corrections applied to this data is sensitive to small variations in position. Because sub­
meter accuracy was desired, I used the instrument in carrier-phase mode and each 
position was recorded for approximately eight minutes. Approximately 80 percent of the 
GPS observations were corrected in real time using the USGS correction signal broadcast 
out o f Poison, MT. In addition, each position was differentially corrected, using 
Trimble’s Pathfinder Software and the Missoula County Continuously Operating 
Reference Station (CORS). An average of the recorded positions during this time 
interval was then exported in UTM (NAD83) coordinates, zone 12 north, geoid model 
GEOID96.
The standard deviation of elevation for all gravity GPS positions is 0.68 meters. 
This number was attained by averaging, as a vector, the standard deviations in elevation 
readings reported from the Pathfinder software. A contour plot of elevation from a IO­
meter digital elevation model (DEM) was used to verify the precision and accuracy of the 
GPS readings. Figure 2, shows the contour plot of elevation for a section of the Nyack
Valley with some of the GPS measurements included. The contour interval was set to 0.5 
meters, and the DEM and GPS points were gridded with 22 meter spacing. From the 
diagram, 23 out o f 26 of the GPS measurements plot within the established contours of 
the DEM. This indicates that the majority of the GPS measurements are accurate to 0.5 
meters.
Gravity
I collected 155 gravity observations (including two base stations) in the Nyack 
Valley in an irregular but well-distributed fashion with a Scintrex automated gravity 
meter, model CG-3 (Figure 1). The normal spacing is approximately equal to 300 
meters, although irregularities do exist, mainly as a result of poor accessibility. To find 
the location of gaps in the gravity data in the field, I often times used GPS navigation. 
GPS navigation was often utilized in the field when determining the needed gaps for 
gravity measurements in areas o f decreased visibility. One o f two base stations in the 
valley were used to begin and end each gravity survey within a four-hour loop.
The two base stations in Nyack are located on opposite sides of the Middle Fork 
(Figure 1), and were chosen for their central locality as well as for being in places that 
could be found and reoccupied easily (see Appendix A). The first is located along 
Highway 2, near the northern post of the gate to the main hay field (Appendix A). The 
second is located in front o f the main door to the Nyack ranger station. I averaged the 
difference between every gravity reading taken at these base stations and the University 
of Montana base station in order to determine the gravity in Nyack (see Appendix A).
The average difference between the University of Monteina base station and Nyack base 
station one is 128.5 +/- 0.2 mgals, and 125.77 +/- 0.05 mgals for base station two
Each gravity reading was subjected to standard corrections in order to calculate 
the complete Bouguer anomaly. These corrections included drift, latitude, free air, 
Bouguer, and terrain corrections.
The drift correction is required to remove the effects of local changes in the 
gravity due to tides and mechanical drift of the instrument. Gravity readings were taken 
at base stations in Nyack (Nyack base station 1 or 2, see Figure 1) at a minimum of once 
every four hours continuously throughout the survey. For any gravity reading that was 
corrected for drift, a linear model with variables of gravity and time was used to create 
the projected relative drift (or change in gravity at the base station) for the time of the 
reading. The linear model was calculated by fitting one base station readings taken 
before and another after all other gravity readings. This is simply a linear estimate of the 
change in gravity at the base station, due to tides and instrumental drift, between the time 
of the first base station occupation and the time of any subsequent gravity readings. This 
difference was simply added to the gravity readings.
A similar method was employed with the base station at the geophysics lab at the 
University o f Montana, Missoula, where the gravity is known. Before and after each 
excursion to Nyack (which could last anywhere from one to four days) a reading at the 
University o f Montana base station was recorded. Because the gravity readings taken 
with the gravimeter are in mgals, the average difference between the Nyack base stations 
and the University o f Montana base station (see Appendix A), was then added to the drift 
correction value for each gravity reading. This value was then added to the known
gravity at the University of Montana base station to attain the observed gravity at each 
Nyack station.
The latitude correction is needed to remove the effects o f latitudinal variations in 
the gravitational force due to the earth’s shape and spin. The reference gravity formula 
produced for the World Geodetic System 1984 is:
gth = 9.7803267714 ♦ {1 + a  • sin^X/(l - p * sin^X)}
which generates a theoretical gravity based on latitude. Here, X  is latitude, a  and P are 
best-fit constants (a  = 0.00193185138639 and p “  0.00669437999013), and 
9.7803267714 is the gravitational acceleration at the equator (in m/sec^). Once attained, 
the theoretical gravity (gth) is simply subtracted from the observed gravity.
Following a correction for latitude the Free Air correction was needed to account 
for the variation in gravity with elevation. I used the standard approximation of 0.3086 
mgals per meter o f elevation in this study. This value is then added to each reading taken 
above sea level, and together with the subtraction of the latitude correction, the free air 
anomaly is produced.
The Bouguer correction is required to account for the density of the material 
between each gravity reading and sea level, which is assumed to be of average crustal 
density, 2,670 kg/m^. The formula:
2 7 cG p h
gives the value of the Bouguer correction for any gravity reading at elevation h. Here, G 
is the constant o f gravitation, and p is the average crustal density taken to be 2,670 kg/m^.
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I used the standard approximation of 0.11195 mgals per meter of elevation. The vertical 
error from GPS measurements of 0.65 meters produces an uncertainty of 0.28 mgals for 
the combined Free Air and Bouguer corrections, which corresponds to +/- 11 meters in 
my final depth to bedrock model. Following the subtraction of the Bouguer correction, 
which produces the simple Bouguer anomaly, only the terrain correction is needed to 
finally attain the complete Bouguer anomaly.
The terrain correction was used to account for the deviation in the surrounding 
topography from an infinite horizontal slab. I used a DOS program named Hammer, 
available from Gradient Geophysics, Missoula MT, to calculate the terrain correction for 
each gravity observation. This program requires digital topography for the surrounding 
area, which I compiled using digital elevation models (DEM) from the USGS and 
Montana’s Natural Resource Information Library.
I used ArcMap to make a compilation of DEMs, and to export it as a simple 
terrain file for Hammer. DEMs were first converted to grids in Arc Toolbox. They were 
then clipped with the appropriate buffer (all buffers were calculated from a shapefile of 
gravity points) with the Raster Calculator tool provided under the Spatial Analyst 
extension in ArcMap. If the buffer zone contained more than one DEM, the “mosaic” 
command was used in the Raster Calculator to combine the DEMs before the clip.
During this calculation, the Spatial Analyst options menu was used to change the cell size 
of any of the newly calculated DEMs.
Each DEM was given a cell size (or the square area in which an average elevation 
has a value) based on its distance from the nearest gravity reading. Because the closer 
terrain has a greater effect on the terrain correction value, the grids spaced at 10 meters
were only needed near the Nyack gravity stations. The cell spacing was increased from 
10 to 30 to 100 to 250 m at the corresponding buffer distances of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 22 km 
from the nearest gravity reading. The “convert” option under the Spatial Analyst menu 
was used one last time to convert a “raster to feature”, or to create a point shapefile that 
contained the average elevations for each cell in the DEM. The X-Tools extension was 
used to add easting and northing values to these shapefiles before they were exported as 
simple XYZ text files to be used in Hammer.
The terrain correction values for the Nyack Valley appear to be largely controlled 
by the high topographic gradients to the west (Figure 3). The cause of the high gradient, 
or high topographic amplitude, immediately west of the Nyack Valley is most likely 
faulting (Figure 4) along an unnamed normal fault that is sub-parallel to the Nyack Fault. 
The terrain correction values decrease away from the west side of the valley, as well as to 
the northeast, which is in the direction of the Tertiary Kishenehn basin.
Appendix B contains all of the gravity data collected in the Nyack Valley. The 
Free Air, Simple and Complete Bouguer anomalies are also given with the applied 
corrections. A contour plot of the Complete Bouguer anomaly (Figure 5) shows a strong 
low in the center o f the valley that is surrounded by relatively steep gradients, except in 
the northeast.
Regional and Residual Gravity
Gravity anomalies, as measured at the Earth’s surface, contain components from 
shallow and deep sources. For example, at spatial wavelengths o f 100 kilometers, there 
is a considerable contribution from the density contrast at the crust-mantle boundary.
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The crust-mantle contribution to gravity is apparent in Figure 3, where it has been 
modeled as a planar feature. Correcting for this signal is becoming more frequent in 
studies o f local gravity anomalies (Saltus, R. W., 1993), and it has been applied to the 
gravity in the Nyack Valley in this study.
The regional anomaly in the area surrounding the Nyack Valley was estimated 
using Bouguer gravity points from the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC, 1999, 
Land and Marine Gravity CD-ROMs) encompassing an area well beyond the bounds of 
the Nyack Valley. A total of 65 NGDC gravity stations were used over an area 
approximately 35 by 36 kilometers (Figure 4). These gravity stations are sporadically 
dispersed over this area, and circular gaps with no data may reach up to 16 kilometers; 
however, the average spacing of these points is about 5 km.
Because the contour plot of the regional points appears to take a roughly planar 
shape (i.e., a somewhat consistent pattern of a southwest high and northeast low), I 
modeled the regional anomaly by fitting a least squares, best fit plane to the data (Figure 
5). The plane, in which the parameters A, B, and C are -0.000443, -0.000334, and 
1755.97 for the equation of a plane Z = Ax+By+C, was used to remove long wavelength 
effects from the Complete Bouguer anomaly in the Nyack Valley. It was calculated 
without the Nyack gravity points, and the strike of the plane was rotated slightly to a 
more northwest-southeast orientation. Locally collected gravity points were not included 
in the calculation o f the regional plane because the relative close concentration of data 
points within the valley adds higher order terms to the surface. This had the effect of 
increasing the gradient to an undesirable amount.
11
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Figure 3. Colored plot of terrain correction values calculated from gravity 
stations, with topographic contours shown. The highest terrain corrections 
occur in areas with steep topographic gradients, such as in the southeast
section of the valley.
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Figure 4. Geologic map of the Nyack Valley and surrounding area. Note that Tertiary sediments boarder the valley to the northeast.
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Figure 5. Complete Bouguer anomaly for the Nyack Valley. High gradients on the edges of the 
valley are due to the density contrast between Quaternary alluvium and the rocks of the Belt 
Supergroup. The low gradients in the northeast boundary to the valley are due to the presence of
Tertiary rocks of intermediate density.
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Further, the use of these points is hardly necessary when four NGDC points already exist 
in the Nyack Valley. Shifting the strike o f the plane to a more northwest-southeast 
direction simply allowed for a more realistic residual anomaly, in which the zero contour 
was closer to the alluvium-bedrock contact, and a depression in the residual was 
produced throughout the valley.
Subtracting the regional gravity from the total observed gravity yields the residual 
gravity anomaly (Figure 6). The residual anomaly is representative o f the local, or 
shallow, gravity effects in the Nyack Valley. The prominent shallow effects are a result 
of the density contrast between three different rock units, including Quaternary 
sediments, Precambrian bedrock, and Tertiary sediments. The low density Quaternary 
and Tertiary fill in the Nyack Valley is expected to produce a low in the residual 
anomaly, and areas of shallow bedrock will produce a high. When the regional effects 
are removed, because these three rock packages are the only sources contributing to the 
gravity anomaly, one would expect the valley to produce a negative anomaly, and the 
surrounding hills to be positive. This was not the case in the original regional 
subtraction; however, because there are very few data points collected in the heavily 
timbered hills surrounding the Nyack Valley.
In order to produce a residual anomaly that is representative o f the expected 
gravity effects in the Nyack Valley, additional points were digitized in ArcMap to alter 
the residual anomaly. These new points were produced for the purpose of shifting the 
zero contour toward the edges o f the valley, or to places of zero depth to bedrock.
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Since very few gravity stations were attained in the hills surrounding Nyack, this zero 
level often times does not plot at the bedrock-alluvium contact, an area of known zero 
residual value, but farther up the hillsides as a result of the contouring program (in this 
case. Surfer 8 was used to make the contour plots). The additional points on the boarders 
of the valley produce the expected results in the final residual anomaly (Figure 6).
The Tertiary sediments in the northeast portion of the Nyack Valley (Figure 4) 
contribute to the residual anomaly in a manner that is very different from the Quaternary 
sediments. The presence of this low density (relative to the Precambrian basement) 
material between the Quaternary sediments and Precambrian bedrock leads to a 
decreased, or more negative, anomaly. Notice that the Complete Bouguer anomaly 
(Figures 5) appears to take the shape of a valley everywhere but in the northeast quarter. 
In this area, the boarder to the valley is very low, whereas all of the other bedrock highs 
are well defined. In the extreme northeast, the Complete Bouguer numbers are almost as 
low as the central part of the basin.
Where the gravity effects of Tertiary sediments are prominent, it is not expected 
to see a zero contour at the edge of the valley, or near the Quatemary-Belt contact, but 
more likely toward the Tertiary-Belt contact. This contact exists east of the Nyack 
Valley, and thus cannot be modeled with the data collected in this survey since it was 
limited to the Nyack Valley. Because the Tertiary sediments make it unclear as to where 
the zero level would exist in the residual anomaly, no new points were digitized to alter 
the zero contour in this area. As a result, the calculation of an initial residual anomaly 
resulted in negative values in the northeast section of the valley (Figure 6).
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DENSITY DETERMINATIONS
In gravity modeling, it is imperative that one has a reliable estimate of the density 
of all subsurface material in the survey area. Local variations in the gravity are a result of 
variations in density and volume of the underlying materials. Density estimates for the 
Nyack Valley must therefore be made for the Precambrian Belt Supergroup, as well as 
both Quaternary alluvium and Tertiary sediments.
Stratigraphie units o f the Montana Belt Supergroup, including the Snowslip, 
Helena, Shepard, Mcnamara, and Bonner Formations, surround the valley’s Quaternary 
and Tertiary sediments. These, and other members of the Belt, also underlie the Tertiary 
Kishenehn basin, located just north of Nyack Valley. Constenius (1988) conducted a 
gravity survey of the Kishenehn basin for which he estimated the density of the Belt 
Supergroup to be 2,650 to 2,670 kg/m^. Yet, he used a background density of 2,700 
kg/m^ in his gravity models to account for the presence of some Archean crystalline 
rocks. These estimates were made from previous studies of surface rock samples (Kulik 
1982), and borehole sonic and density logs (Harris, 1985) as well as his own examination 
of well logs and core data from other parts of the Rocky Mountains.
Local gravity surveys in Missoula and East Missoula Valleys (Evans 1997; 
Nyquest 2001) utilized alternate methods of calculating a density of 2,800 kg/m^ for their 
models of the Belt Supergroup. Evans (1997) compiled density estimates of the 
Precambrian basement from previous studies and verified them with her ovm analysis of 
surface samples, as well as with the method of correlation of the gravity anomaly with 
topography (Parasnis, 1962; Seguin and Frydecki, 1989). These estimates are as much as 
150 kg/m^ higher than those used by Constenius (1988) and Kulik (1982), however, and
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are thought to be due to the difference in location of study. This may be a result of an 
increase in carbonates (such as the Helena formation, Figure 4) in this area. In light of 
this information, as well as the fact that density estimates near Glacier National Park tend 
to be less than other areas (Kulik, D. M., 1982) I used a density of 2,650 kg/m^ for the 
Belt Supergroup in this area.
Estimates of densities for the Kishenehn Formation were taken directly from 
Constenius (1988). In his estimation of density values of the Tertiary sediments he 
incorporated well log data from the Big Hole and Deer Lodge basins, measurements of 
rock sample densities, seismic refraction and reflection analysis, and iterative gravity 
modeling. The southern-most cross section modeled in his survey (and closest to Nyack 
Valley) utilized densities of 2,550 kg/m^ to a depth of about 760 m and 2,620 kg/m^ for 
the remaining 800 m. These densities are larger than normal for this formation due to the 
noted increase in intercalated pebble-cobble conglomerates and conglomeratic sandstones 
(Constenius, 1988) in the southern end of the basin. Similar outcrop observations in the 
area south of, and including Harrison Creek (Figure 1) were made during the collection 
of gravity data in the Nyack Valley. However, the southern most observations of Tertiary 
rocks in the area, although outcrop is limited, appear to be completely lacustrine in 
origin. The sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, and oil shales of the rock samples from the 
Kishenehn formation were estimated by Constenius to be 2,310, 2,310, 2,370, and 2,220 
kg/m^ respectively (Constenius, 1988). In light of this information, I used a high average 
from these sediments of 2350 kg/m^, and a density contrast with the Belt Supergroup of 
300 kg/m^.
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Much of the seismic and well log data compiled by Constenius (1988) was used to 
estimate the compaction of the Kishenehn formation with depth. However, I used a 
constant density for the Tertiary sediments. This does not contrast with the results of 
Constenius (1988) since his gravity models do not show an increase in Tertiary density as 
a result of compaction within the first 200 meters, and the maximum thickness of Tertiary 
sediments modeled in Nyack is about 260 meters.
During the construction of a 2D cross section with GravCadW that contained only 
Quaternary alluvium and Belt (A-A% Figure 5), I experimented with density contrasts in 
order to determine the minimum density contrast that produced an accurate fit to the 
observed anomaly. This density contrast came out to 700 kg/m^. With the previously 
mentioned density estimate for the Belt Supergroup in Nyack of 2,650 kg/m^, this 
contrast would yield a density estimate for the Quaternary alluvium of 1,950 kg/m^. This 
is somewhat consistent with the density estimate for Quaternary alluvium used by 
Constenius (1988) of 1,800 kg/m^.
In summary, I used density estimates of 1,950 kg/m^, 2350 kg/m^ and 2,650 
kg/m^ for the Quaternary alluvium. Tertiary rocks, and Precambrian bedrock. Thus the 
density contrasts between Quaternary alluvium and Precambiran bedrock is 700 kg/m^, 
and between Tertiary rocks and Precambrian bedrock is 300 kg/m^. The estimates were 
all based on previous work predominantly in the Kishenehn basin and other nearby areas 
(Constenius, 1988; Kulik, 1982; Harris, 1985; Evans 1997; Nyquest 2001)
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INTERPRETATION OF THE RESIDUAL ANOMALY
I used the residual anomaly, in conjunction with the density estimates, to model 
the depth to bedrock in Nyack Valley. In the south and northwest part of the valley, 
Quaternary sediments lie directly on Precambrian bedrock (Figure ##). Further north. 
Tertiary sedimentary rock lies between Quaternary and Precambrian bedrock. Thus I 
produced an estimate of the geometry of the Tertiary package, and its associated 
contribution to the residual anomaly discussed earlier. These calculations and 
conjectures require both 2D and 3D modeling of the gravity field as well as considerable 
interpretation of the residual anomaly. An estimate of the thickness of Tertiary 
sediments, for the Nyack Valley only, was created out of necessity in the analysis of the 
residual gravity for the Nyack Valley. Two-dimensional cross sections and a 3D model 
of depth to bedrock and Tertiary thickness were created in the analysis of the residual 
anomaly.
2-D Gravity Models
Two-dimensional gravity cross sections are presented here as an essential 
preliminary to 3D modeling. Cross sections were used to establish density relations as 
well as initial thickness estimates of sedimentary packages. I produced two-dimensional 
interpretations of the residual gravity anomaly with the gravity modeling software 
GravCadW. A total of four cross sections were created, from A-A’ to D-D’ (Figures 5 
through 9). Each cross section was chosen for its proximity to gravity points previously 
collected, particularly to those located at, or near the boundaries of the valley. All cross 
sections were modeled looking north.
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In modeling the residual gravity anomaly, it is important to keep in mind the 
reasonable geologic possibilities associated with the previously established density 
contrasts. Any gradient in the residual anomaly can indicate either a change in density of 
the medium, or a change in its thickness. The Nyack Valley is shallow enough to assume 
that compaction is negligible. Thus, constant density contrasts are used among the 
Tertiary, Quaternary and Precambrian rocks.
The Tertiary rocks are not continuous in the Nyack Valley, and it is important to 
use all available data to interpret their extent, including field observations, the geologic 
map (Figure 4), previous studies, and the gravity anomaly. Once the presence of an 
anomalous mass is established from the available data, the dip and location of its contact 
with the surrounding material can be interpreted from the gradients in the gravity 
anomaly. The western contact between Tertiary rocks and the Belt is the Nyack fault, 
which is an antithetic normal fault as modeled by Constenius (1988). He interpreted his 
data as indicating that the Nyack fault dips about 45 degrees east, and increases to the 
south where his cross section at Lake McDonald shows a dip of 80 degrees. Information 
such as this, along with observations made in the field, and the geologic map are all used 
to interpret the presence and extent of the Tertiary rocks in the following two- 
dimensional models.
Cross section A-A’ (Figures 1 and 7), the southern-most cross-section, passes 
through the deepest gravity low of the valley and has the steepest anomaly gradients on 
either side. The geologic map and field observations indicate that this cross section is 
south of any Tertiary rocks in the Nyack Valley. The simplest model would therefore be 
one that contains only Quaternary sediments on top of Precambrian basement with a
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density contrast o f 700 kg/m^ (Figure 7). This model shows a reasonable shape to the 
valley, which would only be distorted by incorporating Tertiary rocks. The maximum 
depth to bedrock in this area, from the 2D cross section, is 222 meters. The density 
contrast o f 700 kg/m^ was established with this cross section, and was maintained for all 
other cross sections analyzed.
Unftt » meters Vertical exagoeratioti = 3.20
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Figure 7. Cross section À-A’. The circles in the top diagram represent the observed anomaly. The 
line in the top diagram represents the calculated anomaly from the model in the lower diagram. In 
this cross section there are no Tertiary rocks present. This cross section was used to estimate the 
density contrast of 700 kg/m^ between the Quaternary alluvium and Precambrian basement rocks.
Section B-B’ (Figures 1 and 8) is north of A-A’, does not exhibit as deep a gravity 
low, and contains steeper gradients on the west side than the east side. The steep 
gradients to the west match those in A-A’, but the shallower gradient to the east is quite 
different. The Topography and geologic map (Figure 4) suggest the presence of Tertiary 
outcrop on the eastern border of B-B’. The flattened gradient in the eastern end of B-B’ 
is thus attributed to the presence of the Tertiary rocks. The western contact between the
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Kishenehn formation and the Precambrian rocks has been described as an antithetic 
normal fault dipping to the east (Constenius, 1998). An east dipping package of Tertiary 
sediments fits the observed anomaly quite well in the 2D model produced in the B-B’ 
cross section (Figure 8). Further, the 2D model for this cross section is of reasonable 
bedrock geometry, or of the geometry of the Quaternary sediments, one that could not be 
attained without a small body of intermediate density in the eastern quarter of the section. 
The maximum thickness o f the Tertiary sediments in this area is approximately 50 
meters. The maximum depth to Precambrian bedrock in this profile is 180 meters.
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Figure 8. Cross section B-B’. In this cross section there are Tertiary rocks present in the eastern
quarter. The geologic map (Figure 4) shows Tertiary rocks in this area as well. The shallow gradient 
in the observed anomaly in the east was used to interpret the shape of the Tertiary rocks and the dip
of the Nyack Fault.
In cross section C-C’ (Figures 1, 9 and 10) steep gradients, similar to those in A- 
A’ are again observed to the west, which give way to shallower gradients to the east as in
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section B-B’. In C-C’, the shallow gradient to the east exists in over half of the cross 
sectional length. Thus, a continuation of the Tertiary rocks from B-B’ were modeled in 
the eastern half o f the profile, which correlates with the geologic map (Figure 4) and field 
observations in this area. The Tertiary rocks in this area appear to be thicker and 
protrude further into the valley than in the B-B’ profile. This observation is expected due 
to the fact that C-C’ is farther north, and closer to the center o f the Kishenehn basin 
(Constenius, 1988). The apparent increase in thickness of the Kishenehn formation to the 
north would also indicate that the Nyack fault reaches further into the valley in the area of 
C-C’. The maximum depth to Precambrian bedrock in the profile is 145 meters.
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Figure 9. Cross section C C \ In this cross section there are Tertiary rocks of increasing density to 
the east. The increase in density is attributed to the increase in conglomerates in the Kishenehn
formation in this area (Constenius, 1988).
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Figure 10. Cross section C-C’. in this cross section there are Tertiary rocks of constant density 
present in the eastern quarter. The decrease in thickness to the east in the Tertiary rocks is 
attributed to the small amount of the Kishenehn formation present in the Nyack Valley.
The eastern-most point observed in C-C’ is too high, at -1.42 mgals of residual 
gravity, to be modeled with a constant increase in the Kishenehn formation to the east 
using its density contrast of 300 kg/m^. There are at least two possibilities that can 
account for this fact. The density of the Kishenehn formation may be greater in this area, 
and its contrast with the belt might be only 150 kg/m^ or less. This is quite possible since 
Constenius (1988) observed increasing amounts of pebble-conglomerates and 
conglomeratic sandstones in the southern portion of the Kishenehn formation. A separate 
model is presented to illustrate this possibility (Figure 9). However, an easterly density 
increase in the Kishenehn formation would have to be quite abrupt, given the small 
amount in the Nyack Valley, as suggested by the geologic map (Figure 4). Another 
possibility is that the formation simply begins to thin in this area, and possibly disappears
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completely 500 meters away from the eastern-most observed gravity point in the section 
(Figure 10). I believe this is a more reasonable model since the geologic map indicates a 
lack o f visible Kishenehn outcrop at a distance of 500 meters from the eastern most 
gravity point used in C-C’ (Harrison, J.E., 1998). Thus, I modeled (Figure 10) the 
eastern contact between the Kishenehn formation and the Belt, known as the Roosevelt 
fault (Harrison, J. E., 1998, Constenius, 1998), with a dip of 17 degrees to the west. The 
maximum thickness of Tertiary sediments in this model is approximately 170 meters.
Section D-D’ (Figures 1 and 9) is similar to C-C’ in that it shows a shallower 
gradient in the eastern half of the profile compared to the west. The Tertiary section in 
this profile, whose presence is indicated by field observations and the geologic map, is 
the largest in the valley. In this area, the Nyack fault has been modeled to reach as far as 
the center o f the valley, and the thickness of the Kishenehn formation supersedes that of 
the Quaternary Alluvium. Although the Tertiary sediments are not modeled with a 
gradual increase and subsequent decrease in thickness to the east (as in cross section C- 
C’), it is assumed by me that this still occurs at some distance further east of the Nyack 
Valley. In this area, I have insufficient data to model the Tertiary sediments in this 
manner since the observed anomaly does not indicate any decrease in thickness to the 
east. As a result, the sediments are modeled as accurately as possible to fit the observed 
anomaly, and increase with distance to the east in the cross section. The maximum 
thickness of Quaternary alluvium in this profile is 114 meters. The maximum thickness 
of Tertiary sediments in this profile is 390 meters.
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Figure 11. Cross section D-D% This model contains the largest amount of Tertiary rocks of all the
2D models. The Tertiary sediments show continuous increase in thickness to the north due to the 
fact that the center of the Kishenehn basin is located northeast of the Nyack Valley (Constenius, 
1988). In this model, the Tertiary sediments show no decrease in thickness to the east.
In this study, I modeled the Nyack fault to increase in easterly dip from 6 to 28 
degrees to the north over a horizontal distance of about 3 kilometers. This increase is 
reasonable since the northern most cross section (D-D’) is about 11 kilometers southeast 
of the Lake McDonald profile analyzed by Constenius (1988) in which the Nyack fault is 
nearly overturned with a dip of 80 degrees to the east. Further, it is logical to assume that 
the increase in Tertiary sediment thickness to the north is a result of proximity to the 
center o f the Kishenehn basin, and that normal displacement along the Nyack, Flathead, 
and Roosevelt faults was greater in this area. The decrease in the dip of the Nyack Fault 
near the Nyack Valley can be attributed to a smaller amount of displacement in Tertiary 
time. This is indicated by a thinning of Kishenehn sediments, as well as of the basin, in 
this area (Harrison, 1998).
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In summary, my four 2D gravity models indicate a gradual decrease in depth to 
bedrock to the north. They also allow me to estimate the shape o f the package of Tertiary 
rocks in the northeast portion of the valley. The density contrast between Quaternary 
sediments and the Belt of 700 kg/m^ interpreted from the cross section A-A’ produces 
reasonable models for all other cross sections as the data are well-fit by the minimum 
density contrast established in section A-A’. The two-dimensional models present a 
strong initial understanding of the sedimentary packages in the Nyack Valley, and can 
therefore lend important background information to the construction of a 3D depth to 
bedrock model.
3D Depth To Bedrock Model
My 3D depth to bedrock model (Figure 15) was created with a USGS gravity 
modeling program called GI3. GI3 uses the iterative technique of Cordell and Henderson 
(1968) to invert residual gravity anomalies. Because there are three bodies of various 
densities in the Nyack Valley and the software can only model one density contrast at a 
time, several residuals were produced and used with GI3 before the final model could be 
created by addition. The result from this analysis is my estimates of the Quatemary- 
Precambrian boundary, the Quaternary-Tertiary boundary, and the Tertiary-Precambrian 
boundary.
The first depth to bedrock model created with GI3 utilized the original residual 
anomaly discussed earlier (Figure 6). This is the same residual anomaly that was used to 
produce the 2D cross sections. As discussed earlier, the best estimate of density contrast 
between the Precambrian bedrock and Quaternary alluvium is 700 kg/m^. Using this
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density contrast with the residual gravity data as input to GI3 yields the first estimate of 
the depth to bedrock (Figure 12) in the Nyack Valley. This is a first order guess at the 
basin configuration. However, the geologic map (Figure 4) shows Tertiary rocks in the 
northeast portion o f the Nyack Valley. Because the density contrast of 700 kg/m^ applies 
to the Quatemary-Precambrian boundary only, this initial model is only accurate for areas 
where Quaternary alluvium overlies Precambrian bedrock. Notice that the northeast 
section of this model (Figure 12) does not fit the expected basin configuration (that of a 
closed basin).
The problem with the initial model is that there are two density contrasts with the 
Precambrian Belt expressed in the residual anomaly, but only one can be used in GI3. In 
order to calculate a more accurate depth to bedrock model, the residual anomaly was 
separated into two residual anomalies for each of the sedimentary bodies overlaying the 
Precambrian basement. This solution has been conducted on much larger scales in other 
gravity studies (Lee, M. K., 1986; Saltus, R. W., 1993) with good results. In these 
previous studies, however, bore hole data were used to make an initial thickness estimate 
for one o f the two formations involved. Due to the lack of any bore hole data that 
penetrate the Tertiary sediments in the Nyack Valley, my depth and thickness estimates 
had to rely on the 2D models previously constructed in this study. Fortunately, the 
Tertiary sedimentary package is partially constrained by the geologic map. Further, 
because the Tertiary rocks are present in only a portion of the valley, their contribution to 
the residual anomaly is easily noticeable.
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Figure 12. 3D depth to bedrock model (In kilometers below the surface) as calculated from the original residual. This Is a first order guess at 
the basin configuration that Is flawed in the northeastern section of the valley. This model was created with only one density contrast (between 
Quaternary allLfŝ lum and the Belt), and does not account for Tertiary rocks. This model was modified to Isolate the Tertiary and Quaternary
residual anomalies.
The initial depth to bedrock model was modified for the northeastern section, 
where there is Tertiary rocks present, in order to isolate the residual anomaly from the 
Quaternary sediments. Based on the 2D cross-sections, as well as the gradient and shape 
of the anomaly observed in the portions of the valley with no Tertiary rocks, estimates of 
Quaternary thicknesses (depths to Tertiary rocks, where present) were made. The first 
estimates o f depths to Tertiary rocks were made at the locations of cross sections B-B’ 
through C-C’. Depths to Tertiary rocks were then estimated between the cross sections 
based on the gradient o f the residual anomaly, and the assumption that the Quaternary 
sediments maintain a similar geometry to that modeled in the 2D profiles. The new 
model is an improved estimate of 3D depth to bedrock (Tertiary or Precambrian), or 
Quaternary thickness in the Nyack Valley.
GI3 was then used to calculate a new residual anomaly from the improved depth 
to bedrock (Tertiary or Precambrian) model with a density contrast of 700 kg/m^. 
Because the new depth to bedrock model is simply a Quaternary thickness model, using 
GI3 to calculate the gravity anomaly from it produces a residual anomaly would result if 
the Nyack Valley were to contain no Tertiary rocks. This residual was subtracted from 
the original residual to isolate an anomaly from only the Tertiary rocks in the Nyack 
Valley. This is called the Tertiary residual (Figure 13). The Tertiary residual is my 
estimate of the portion o f the anomaly that can be attributed to the Kishenehn formation 
(Constenius, K., 1988) in the Nyack Valley.
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Figure 13. Residual gravity anom aly due to Tertiary rocks. This anomaly was calculated by creating a quaternary thickness m odel, using GI3 
to calculate its gravity anomaly, and subtracting it from the original residual. The anom aly is only valid for Teritary sedim ents in the study area.
The Tertiary residual was used to remove the effects of the Kishenehn formation 
from the original residual anomaly. Removing the Tertiary residual from the original 
residual produced the Quaternary residual (Figure 14). The Quaternary residual is my 
estimate o f the portion of the anomaly that is due to the density contrast between 
Quaternary sediments and the Precambrian bedrock. The Quaternary residual was then 
modeled in GI3 with a density contrast of 700 kg/m^ to calculate the final 3D model of 
depth to bedrock (Figure 15).
The original residual would have been usable in GI3, had there been only one 
density contrast with the Precambrian basement. There were two in this case, and the 
effects o f those two rock bodies have to be independently modeled. Estimating the 
Quaternary depths in order to remove an additional density contrast due to Tertiary 
sediments produced the final 3D model (Figure 15). The lack of drill records that 
penetrate Tertiary rocks was somewhat compensated for by the depth and thickness 
calculations previously produced with the 2D models. Furthermore, because the Tertiary 
formation is not continuous in the Nyack Valley, gravity anomalies that are affected by it 
are very easy to see. That is, the Complete Bouguer anomaly appears to take the shape of 
a closed basin, with high anomaly values near the edges of the valley, everywhere except 
in the northeast where Tertiary rocks are present (Figure 5). The deviation in the 
Complete Bouguer anomaly from one that would result from a Quatemary/Precambrian 
anomaly is obvious.
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Figure 14. Residual gravity anomaiy due to Quaternary sediments. This anomaiy was produced by subtracting the calcuiated 
Tertiary anomaiy from the originai residual gravity anomaiy. This represents the anomaiy that is the product of the density 
contrast between Quaternary alluvium and the Precambrian basement. The effects of the Tertiary rocks have been removed.
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Figure 15. 3D depth to bedrock model for Nyack Valley, In kilometers depth. This model was created by computer modeling of 
the Quaternary residual gravity anomaly (Figure 14) with a density contrast of 700 kgAn^3.
One important observation can be made from the overall shape of the basin shown 
in the final 3D depth to bedrock model. The orientation of the basin is similar to that of 
the Tertiary Kishenehn basin, as well as the faults associated with it. These include, but 
are not limited to, the Nyack Fault, the Roosevelt Fault, and the Flathead Fault, which is 
responsible for a majority of the displacement in Tertiary time (Constenius, 1988). This 
indicates that down warping in the Nyack Valley is most likely induced by normal 
faulting that is related to other normal faults in the area.
GROUND PENETRATING RADAR
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) surveys were conducted in order to lend insight 
into the stratigraphy of the Quaternary alluvium in the Nyack Valley, as well as to test the 
of depth to bedrock calculated in the gravity models. At one time during the history of 
the basin, the deposition of sediments was dominated by glacial processes. This indicates 
that there could be thick packages of coarse-grained, glacially influenced sediments 
underlying floodplain deposits at some depth. Previous GPR work involved shallow 
subsurface surveys, thus I used arrangements that would produce greater depth of 
penetration in this study to learn if we could distinguish internal stratigraphy.
All ground penetrating radar data were collected in flat, unobstructed regions with 
a Mala/Ramac GPR system using a 50 MHz antenna. In each GPR survey the position 
along profiles was measured using one of two variables, either time or distance. Those 
surveys that utilized time in the x-axis involved the assumption that the antenna-receiver 
system was being moved at a constant pace and along a constant bearing. For surveys 
involving the distance variable in the x-axis, a hip chain was used.
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Almost all my GPR survey lines were conducted in open areas, or in the pastures 
and hay fields, in order to avoid interference from trees and power lines as much as 
possible. Artifacts on the ground surface (from trees to buildings) can cause interference, 
or false reflectors, in GPR surveys when the signal reflects off of them. When the 
electromagnetic pulses are returned from something like a tree, the GPR receiver cannot 
distinguish that return from a pulse from below. The result is a reflection that can easily 
be misinterpreted.
A successful GPR survey is one that contains little or no interference and 
produces an interpretable radargram with returns, or reflections, from the subsurface. 
Areas that proved successful were revisited and often times surveyed in varing directions 
in an attempt to grid any useful subsurface reflectors. In my work, radar was used to 
search for stratigraphie variations in the subsurface. This is a common application for 
GPR since variations in the electrical properties of the medium are often times indicators 
of grain size variation.
Previous GPR surveys in Nyack involved high frequency (100 and 200MHz), 
short wavelength arrangements (Hawkins, 2003). GPR has been used for the 
investigation of paleochannels (Hawkins, 2003) as well as research in geomophologic 
features (Poole, 2002). The longer wavelength, low frequency (50MHz) arrangement 
used in this study was implemented in order to better ascertain an understanding of 
stratigraphie changes with depth up to and including 30-34 meters. Although confirming 
depth to bedrock was one of the goals with GPR, interference, accessibility and high 
alluvial thicknesses limited this kind of success to only one out of 79 surveys.
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GPR INTERPRETATION
The success o f the GPR surveys in Nyack to achieve the previously mentioned 
goals was often inhibited by interference from sources at the ground surface. Much of 
the problem with 50MHz GPR in the Nyack Valley is interference from trees, which is 
obvious in 37 (47%) of the GPR lines. O f the 79 GPR lines, in which the average length 
is approximately 350 meters, only 9 (about 11%) are conclusive. Nineteen of the surveys 
are completely inconclusive (24%). The remaining 14 lines (18%) contain mixed 
reflectors that are most likely interference from trees, but are difficult to interpret.
To alleviate concerns about the amount of interference from nearby trees, rough 
calculations were made to determine the calculated depth at which a signal would appear 
in the radargram from an object at the surface (Bano, M., 2000). Further, certain GPR 
lines were directed to begin or end very near large trees or power lines in Nyack in order 
to verify the distance at which this type of interference is negligible in the field. I found 
that interference from trees or power lines is prevalent in 50 MHz GPR surveys at a 
distance o f about 100 meters or less from the source. This interference could create 
reflectors, hyperbolic in nature, throughout the depth of the radargram (Figure 14).
The radargram in Figure 17 has several dipping reflectors from 0 to 100 meters, 
and then a series o f hyperbolic reflections centered around 160 meters. This GPR line 
corresponds to line number 1004al W in Figure 16. This survey was conducted from 
east to west and, as you can see from the aerial photo, started out very close to a large 
grouping of trees. The first set of reflectors, thought to be a result of interference from 
the trees to the east, disappear at about 100 meters into the survey. The second set of 
reflectors (at a distance o f 160 m from the beginning of the survey) occurs at a depth of
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about 23 meters, which corresponds to about 650 ns. The speed of the electromagnetic 
pulses from the GPR in air is about .3m/ns, which indicates that if this second set of 
reflectors results from a reflection from a tree, they would have traveled a total distance 
of 195 meters to reflect from an object 97.5 meters away. The dotted line in Figure 16 
represents a 100 m buffer around the point 160 meters from the start of the survey. 
Because there Eire trees at this distance, it is thought that these reflectors are a result of a 
bounce from the trees to the south.
Figure 16. Other than the starting point, GPR line 1004al W was conducted in an area relatively 
free of trees. This survey was conducted east to west and encountered interference at 100 and 160 
meters from the start of the survey. The dashed line is a 100 m buffer surrounding the point at 160 
m from the start of the survey. Notice that there are trees at the end of this buffer to the south.
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Figure 17. The radargram for GPR line 1004al, in which interference from trees was encountered 
from 0 to 100 m and again at 160 m. Figure 13 shows the location of nearby trees.
Fluvial/glacial valleys are often filled with boulders incorporated in the matrix of 
sediments, and some of the GPR lines indicate the presence of such boulders. Hyperbolic 
reflectors in the Nyack Valley that are not reflectors firom surficial objects are attributed 
to boulders surrounded by more finely grained material (Overmeeren, R.A., 1997). 
Hawkins (2003) also shows a number of hyperbolic reflectors that he attributed to 
boulders in the Nyack Valley, however, they appear to be shallower (3-10 meters) than 
those found in this survey (24-30 meters. Figure 18). O f course the difference in survey 
setup should be considered, in that 200MHz surveys commonly do not attain readings 
deeper than 10 meters, and 50MHz surveys usually lack resolution in this same window.
One o f the possible explanations for the discontinuous nature of these boulders is 
that they could have been deposited as ice-rafted debris during the most recent deglacial 
(Andrews, J.T., 1997). Ice-rafted debris deposits are common during deglaciations where 
glaciers interact with a standing body of water, and often result in erratic distributions of
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boulders (Knies, 2001; Elliot, 2001). This depositional model is quite probable for 
Nyack, considering its elevation of 1,020 meters, and basin depth of up to 200 meters. 
Further, wells drilled in Nyack, although shallow, do indicate lake sediments at depths of 
about 10 meters (see Appendix E for well logs). This could explain the sporadic nature 
of the hyperbolic reflectors associated with the GPR data. Note that in Figure 20, deep 
boulders seem to be present; however, in surveys to the east and west of this GPR survey 
line there are no similar reflections.
Bedrock is a prominent reflector in one of the 50 MHz GPR surveys (number 
lOlObl N) conducted on a gravel bar in the southern end of the valley (figure 19 and 20). 
Notice that the reflector in the right (northern) end of the radar gram is not at all 
hyperbolic in nature and provides a strong signal. Further, the depth of this reflector 
increases from 20 to 26 meters. This depth is consistent with the interpretation produced 
in the depth to bedrock gravity model (figure 19). The success of this survey to reach 
bedrock is attributed to the lack of topsoil (the ground surface is only composed of 
gravels), and shallow depth to bedrock in this area.
In summary, a small percentage of GPR surveys conducted in the Nyack Valley 
proved successful. Those that produced results with no, or little, interference from 
surficial sources show a sporadic dispersion of boulders at depths between 20 and 30 
meters. These boulders are attributed to glacial deposition, possibly as ice-rafted debris. 
Only one of the GPR surveys successfully imaged bedrock in the Nyack Valley.
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Figure 18. Boulders found with GPR surveys are interpreted from hyperbolic reflectors that are not 
a result of trees, or other surficial reflections. They occur at depths of 19 to 29 meters.
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Figure 19. GPR line lOlObl N (directed NW) over a contour plot of the depth to bedrock gravity 
model and topography. The contour plot is in kilometers to bedrock below the surface, and the 
contour interval is .01 kilometers. Notice that the gravity model suggests a depth to bedrock of 20
meters in the same area as line lOlObl N.
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Figure 20. Radargram for GPR line lOlObl N. Bedrock appears as a strong reflector dipping to the 
left (SE) at a depth of 20 to 27 meters which is in agreement with the gravity model shown above.
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SEISMIC
I conducted seismic refraction surveys in the Nyack Valley in order to lend 
insight into the Quaternary stratigraphy, and to confirm depth to bedrock. This goal is 
similar to that o f the GPR surveys, and in most cases, results from successful GPR lines 
were used to dictate the locations of seismic surveys. Seismic surveys are often times 
used to interpret stratigraphie variations and/or depth to bedrock (Mishra, 1997), due to 
the fact that variations in seismic velocity often times correlate with stratigraphie 
boundaries. An increase in grain size, for example, would most likely result in an 
increase in seismic velocity. Further, a large seismic velocity of 3000 to 5000 m/s would 
indicate bedrock. All seismic refraction surveys were collected with a Geometries 
SmartSeis 24-channel seismograph.
The seismic source used in each survey was a Bison Instruments Elastic Wave 
Generator, Bison model 1417-1. This source was used at a distance o f 10 and 20 meters, 
or greater, from the nearest geophone in the array. In addition, each seismic survey was 
reversed; that is, the source was used at opposite ends of the geophone array. The signal 
was stacked a minimum of 20 times in order to increase the signal to noise ratio.
SEISMIC INTERPRETATION
A total o f five seismic surveys produced results from stratigraphie boundaries in 
the Nyack Valley. None of these resulted in depth to bedrock values. I used SIPwin 
version 2.x to model all seismic survey lines (see Appendix D for seismic modeling 
results. Figure D1 for locations). In addition, although all attempts were made to reverse 
each survey, noise and equipment problems inhibited this to only two out of the five
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surveys. In each survey, three layers were modeled with SIPwin (see Table 1). The first 
layer is probably very loosely compacted, unconsolidated sediment and soils with an 
average seismic velocity of 867 +/- 174 m/s. The second layer has an average velocity of 
1661 +/- 187 m/s, and is attributed to semi-compacted sands gravels and clays. The 
lowest layer has an average velocity of 2,263 +/- 621 m/s, and is attributed to an increase 
in compaction of sediments previously mentioned, Eind/or an increase in grain size due to 
an increase in glacial deposits. The average depths to layers two and three are 4 +/- 4 
meters and 23 +/- 10 meters.
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3
Line # Velocity
(m/sec)
Mean
Depth
Velocity
(m/sec)
Mean
Depth
Velocity
(m/sec)
Mean
Depth
Reversed
1 1081 — 1579 1.5 3333 37.5 No
2 800 — 1520 3 1795 18 No
3 715 — 1801 2.5 2247 18 Yes
4 715 — 1915 3 2023 12.5 Yes
5 1023 — 1492 11.5 1916 28 No
Average: 866.8 — 1661.4 4.3 2262.8 22.8
Standard
Deviation:
173.8 — 186.6 4.1 620.9 9.9
Table 1. Seismic velocity and depths for the three layers modeled with all 5 seismic lines completed 
in the Nyack Valley. Two of the seismic lines were reversed.
Wells drilled during the completion of this survey lend insight into these data for 
lines 3 through 5 (Cain Diehl, University of Montana, personal communication, 2004, see 
Appendix E for well logs and locations). Well HA 4 (Figure 21) near lines 3 and 4 (see 
Appendix E and D) shows an increase in grain size from sands to gravel at 13.5 meters, 
which is very near the boundary between layers 3 and 4. This coarser grained material 
can have a higher density and seismic velocity than the sand encountered above it. 
Consequently, the increase in seismic velocity of about 300 m/s at line 3 and 4 can be 
attributed to an increase in grain size.
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Figure 21. Location of recent wells drilled in the Nyack Valley with cross section, provided by Cain 
Diehl, University of Montana. Notice the fine grained material to the north (left) at a depth of about
10 meters.
Well HA 10 (Figure 21) near line 5 (see Appendix E and D) indicate an increase 
in fine material at about 7 to 10 meters. The density of fine material, such as the clay, silt 
and fine sand encountered in this area, is dependant upon the amount of compaction the 
sediments have undergone. The seismic velocity calculated at this depth is high for fine 
grained material (Reynolds, 1997). This indicates that the clays and sands in this area, 
and at this depth, have been compacted significantly.
Nearly all o f the layer 3 boundaries for the seismic models are between 20 and 30 
meters, a depth which is in agreement with the boulders found with the GPR data. 
Although no boulders were located with the wells drilled in the valley, the agreement as
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to the depth o f increased grain size among both of these surveys may be a result of the 
depth to glacially dominated sediments.
DISCUSSION
The GPR and seismic data both indicate a stratigraphie boundary at a depth of 
about 26 to 30 meters. Save for Seismic line five, it is probable that the increase in 
seismic velocity can be attributed to an increase in grain size from sands to gravel. The 
presence of hyperbolic reflectors in the GPR data suggests that boulders are present at 
this depth. This would indicate glacially derived sediments. Thus, both the GPR and 
seismic surveys are in agreement as to the depth at which the sediments increase in grain 
size from finer grained floodplain silts, sands, clays with some gravels, to possibly 
glacially deposited sands and gravels with some boulder-sized clasts.
Evidence from wells in Nyack (see Appendix E) only refute this theory in the 
northern end o f the valley, where an increase in seismic velocity may be attributed to an 
increase in compacted fine sediments at a depth of 7 to 10 meters. GPR data in this 
northern end had no conclusive evidence for boulders (Figure 18). Further, the higher 
degree o f signal absorption in this area is consistent with more fine grained material, or 
the presence o f clays.
In the below diagram, a cross section has been produced along the long axis of the 
Nyack Valley. The location of glacially derived sediments (Qg), inferred from seismic 
and GPR data, is shown at a depth controlled by the bedrock elevation at the northern end 
of the valley. This elevation is about 20 meters lower than the southern end of the valley 
(up stream), and thus creates a limit to the amount of floodplain sedimentation that could
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have occurred in the valley. Thus the floodplain deposits increases in thickness to the 
south. The depth to glacial deposits appears to be about 5 meters less than the depth to 
boulders found in the main hay field (Figure 18) o f the valley.
Oal
Figure 22. Schematic cross section along the long axis of the Nyack Valley. Thickness of 
floodplain deposits (Qal) are controlled hy the bedrock elevation at the down stream (northern) end 
of the valley. The depths to glacial deposits are only slightly less than those found with the GPR and 
seismic data. Tertiary rocks (Tk) and the Frecambrian Belt are also shown in the diagram.
The gravity data and residuals indicate that the maximum depth to bedrock in 
Nyack Valley is about 200 meters. Although the maximum depth in cross section A-A’ 
is actually 222 meters, the maximum depth in the 3D model is more reliable because it 
takes into account the gravitational force o f the surrounding material in the third 
dimension. The shape of the 3D depth to bedrock model shows an interesting thinning in 
the northern end. This geometry may be the cause of groundwater upwelling in this area 
(Cain Diehl, 2004, personal communication. University of Montana).
A great deal o f information about the Tertiary sediments in Nyack can be derived 
from the gravity data. First o f all, these sediments increase in thickness to the north, 
which is consistent with previous work by Constenius (1988). The Nyack fault, which is 
the western contact between the Kishenehn formation and the Belt (Constenius, 1988), 
can be imaged with the 2D gravity cross sections. From these models, the Nyack fault 
increases in easterly dip from 6 to 28 degrees. This indicates that the nearly overturned
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nature of the Nyack fault in the area of Lake McDonald (Constenius, 1988) returns to a 
shallow dip as it continues south. The Roosevelt fault is imaged in cross section C-C’ 
with a dip of about 17 degrees, but is not very well constrained.
In this study. Ground Penetrating Radar and seismic data were used to image the 
relatively shallow subsurface, and to interpret stratigraphie variations. Gravity data was 
used to attain the three-dimensional depth to bedrock model, and to determine the 
configuration o f Tertiary sediments. Although the Tertiary sediments and bedrock were 
never (or rarely) modeled with the GPR and seismic surveys, they both show agreement 
on the depth of increased grain size, and possible glacial influence in the Quaternary 
stratigraphy in the Nyack Valley. The depth to bedrock models created with the gravity 
data has an error of +/- 11 meters and reveals the overall shape of the basin.
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Appendix A 
Nyack base station data and locations
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Table B l .  Base station gravity and differences from the base station in the 
geophysics lab at the University o f M ontana.
N yack B.S. 1 or 2 N yack Base Station  
gravity reading from the 
gravity m eter (in mgals)
Projected Difference with  
the UM T base station (in 
mgals)
1 5393.940 128.555
1 5393.100 128.545
1 5392.630 128.495
1 5392.270 128.657
1 5364.385 128.317
1 5363.835 128.344
1 5663-475 128.545
1 5360.725 128.719
1 5359.465 128.446
1 5359.065 128.456
1 5358.585 128.565
1 5326.775 128.538
1 5326.260 128.523
1 5325.575 128.577
1 5288.055 128.570
1 5283.470 128.606
1 5282.475 128.474
1 5281.880 128.475
1 5278.725 128.679
1 5277.925 128.547
1 5277.330 128.516
1 5225.100 128.418
1 5224.325 128.332
1 5220.990 128.567
1 5219.255 128.422
1 5216.200 128.483
1 5215.170 128.253
1 5214.980 128.264
1 5214.295 128.507
1 4982.810 128.551
1 ^ 4979.485 128.670
1 4977.800 128.580
1 4974.755 128.817
1 4972.575 128.553
1 4969.865 128.817
1 4969.105 128.765
1 5533.515 128.233
1 5533.515 128.196
1 5533.485 128.139
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1 5534.900 128.069
1 5534.920 128.084
1 5534.95 128.104
Average 5288.860 128.476
Standard Deviation 178.656 0.189
2 4979.385 125.699
2 4976.105 125.720
2 4975.665 125.731
2 4975.375 125.816
2 4971.440 125.794
2 4970.680 125.817
2 4970.420 125.755
2 4970.070 125.803
Average 4973.640 125.767
Standard Deviation 3.441 0.047
Table 2. Base station locations in UTM  easting and northing (NAD 83, Zone 12N,
GEOID 96).
Base Station Easting Northing
Nyack BS 1 289770.047 5373174.490
Nyack BS 2 293187.038 5368986.951
Location descriptions/directions.
For Nyack Base Station 1 : From highway 2, turn east towards the main hay field 
(owned by the Dalimata family). Heading south, it is the second turn off on the left once 
in the Valley (not including the Moccasin Cr. turn off). Facing, east, the left post of the 
main gate was used as a marker of base station one (the post with the hinges). In the 
picture below, the base station is located next to the large fence post on the left.
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For Nyack Base Station 2, one must cross the Middle Fork to get to the Nyack 
Ranger station. The closest crossing point I could find is in an area known as Red Eagle, 
however there are no signs. The turn off is directly across highway 2 (on the east side) 
from the signs to the Skiumah trail on the west side in the southern end o f the valley.
One can drive down to the rail road tracks but not across. To find the base station, cross 
the tracks and then the river and head due east. At Red Eagle, there is a long slow 
moving portion o f the river followed by shallow white water. It would be best to begin 
moving east where the calm water meets the white water. Cross an abandoned river 
channel and look for the orange plack in the line o f trees ahead that designates the 
beginning of a trail. The trail leads directly to the ranger station, and Base Station 2 is by 
the front door to the western most structure.
G ravity data for the geophysics lab. University o f M ontana, base station
Gravity Station ID G ravity in mgals Error (+/-) in mgals
UMT Base Station 980432.21
Nyack Base Station 1 980560.69 0.19
Nyack Base Station 2 980557.98 0.05
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Appendix B 
Gravity Data
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Universal Transverse Mercator, North American Datum 1983 (NAD 83), geoid model GEOID 96
Station ID Easting Northing Elevation observed theoretical FAC FAA BC BA TO CBA
092702-1 292629.4614 5368471.2876 1029.784 980553.89 980930.18 317.79 -58.50 115.28 -173.78 8.13 -165.656
092702-2 292852.5726 5368547.7001 1021.250 980556.72 980930.25 315.16 -58.37 114.33 -172.70 6.50 -166.207
092702-3 292196.9361 5368870.9315 1020.400 980554.86 980930.49 314.90 -60.74 114.23 -174.97 7.33 -167.642
092702-4 292032.0684 5369365.5492 1020.159 980555.77 980930.89 314.82 -60.29 114.21 -174.50 6.03 -168.471
092702-5 291823.2991 5369983.3308 1018.193 980555.42 980931.38 314.21 -61.74 113.99 -175.73 5.45 -170.285
092702-6 292164.9781 5369904.7061 1017.173 980555.99 980931.33 313.90 -61.44 113.87 -175.31 4.94 -170.370
092702-7 292287.6267 5369836 0823 1016.771 980556.32 980931.28 313.78 -61.18 113.83 -175.01 4.81 -170.197
092702-8 291646.2675 5370264.4667 1014.539 980555.87 980931.60 313.09 -62.64 113.58 -176.22 5.52 -170.700
092702-9 291371.3818 5370702.6228 1013.659 980556.43 980931.95 312.82 -62.71 113.48 -176.19 5.41 -170.780
092702-10 291155.2975 5371052.1621 1012.790 980557.42 980932.22 312.55 -62.26 113.38 -175.64 5.50 -170.140
092702-11 290984.0316 5371323.9009 1012.342 980558.19 980932.44 312.41 -61.84 113.33 -175.17 5.71 -169.456
092702-12 290741.0081 5371720.9812 1010.943 980559.36 980932.75 311.98 -61.41 113.18 -174.59 5.87 -168.716
092702-13 290557.9901 5372008.7140 1010.022 980560.45 980932.98 311.69 -60.83 113.07 -173.91 5.98 -167.927
092702-14 290355.7888 5372342.2670 1008.111 980560.98 980933.24 311.10 -61.16 112.86 -174.01 6.38 -167.635
092702-15 290153.2661 5372658.9287 1008.297 980561.35 980933.49 311.16 -60.99 112.88 -173.87 6.81 -167.054
092702-16 289922.3337 5372993.6672 1004.710 980562.17 980933.76 310.05 -61.53 112.48 -174.01 7.69 -166.317
092702-17 289770.1658 5373174.4901 1006.777 980561.49 980933.90 310.69 -61.71 112.71 -174.42 9.02 -165.398
092802-1 290529.2931 5372424.3381 1004.224 980560.29 980933.31 309.90 -63.12 112.42 -175.54 6.09 -169.451
092802-2 290711.3600 5372194.8227 1012.437 980559.98 980933.13 312.44 -60.72 113.34 -174.06 5.21 -168.855
092802-3 290887.8622 5371957.0332 1014.324 980559.42 980932.95 313.02 -60.51 113.55 -174.07 5.21 -168.857
092802-4 291106.9796 5371645.1765 1013.181 980558.77 980932.70 312.67 -61.27 113.43 -174.69 5.10 -169.591
092802-5 291267.7307 5371337.8386 1013.558 980557.85 980932.46 312.78 -61.82 113.47 -175.29 5.06 -170.231
092802-6 291528.8862 5371118.8845 1015.399 980557.23 980932.29 313.35 -61.71 113.67 -175.38 4.72 -170.663
092802-7 291030.0450 5371974.4025 1010.977 980559.17 980932.97 311.99 -61.81 113.18 -174.99 4.91 -170.084
092802-8 290917.5489 5372235.9882 1009.885 980559.64 980933.17 311.65 -61.89 113.06 -174.94 4.87 -170.075
092802-9 291093.5154 5372325.1405 1009.905 980559.52 980933.25 311.66 -62.08 113.06 -175.14 4.54 -170.593
092802-10 290763.4255 5372497.7214 1008.993 980559.94 980933.38 311.38 -62.07 112.96 -175.02 4.88 -170.146
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092802-11 291224.3304 5372024.7348 1011.156 980558.96 980933.01 312.04 -62.01 113.20 -175.21 4.59 -170.617
092802-12 291333.9966 5372118.2120 1010.785 980559.29 980933.09 311.93 -61.87 113.16 -175.03 4.57 -170.459
092802-13 290455.1784 5371972.5550 1009.407 980560.72 980932.95 311.50 -60.72 113.00 -173.73 6.56 -167.168
092802-14 290618.3314 5371593.2750 1011.609 980559.03 980932.65 312.18 -61.44 113.25 -174.69 6.64 -168.052
092802-15 292725.9389 5369121.9362 1020.801 980557.02 980930.71 315.02 -58.68 114.28 -172.95 4.90 -168.051
092802-16 292576.4184 5368995.1676 1021.576 980556.55 980930.61 315.26 -58.79 114.37 -173.16 5.43 -167.729
092802-17 292275.3478 5369750.0773 1019.754 980556.00 980931.21 314.70 -60.51 114.16 -174.67 4.85 -169.829
Nyack 17 291594.9280 5372212.0380 1011.455 980560.17 980933.17 312.14 -60.87 113.23 -174.11 4.74 -169.372
Cap 19 291575.8140 5371760.4070 1011.977 980559.08 980932.81 312.30 -61.43 113.29 -174.72 4.57 -170.148
Nyack 16 291702.6060 5371747.3540 1013.180 980558.59 980932.80 312.67 -61.55 113.43 -174.97 4.60 -170.374
Nyack 22 292163.7000 5371210,0800 1014.263 980558.49 980932.38 313.00 -60.89 113.55 -174.43 4.70 -169.735
Nyack 26 292416.1930 5370817.5260 1015.576 980558.10 980932.07 313.41 -60.56 113.69 -174.26 4.78 -169.476
Nyack 03 292108.3650 5370588.8000 1015.432 980556.84 980931.88 313.36 -61.68 113.68 -175.36 4.55 -170.809
Nyack 25 291976.7670 5370671.6720 1015.042 980556.84 980931.94 313.24 -61.86 113.63 -175.49 4.55 -170.938
Nyack 21 291908.3630 5370942.8810 1014.357 980557.02 980932.16 313.03 -62.11 113.56 -175.67 4.48 -171.195
Nyack 20 291434.8930 5371315.4630 1013.451 980557.70 980932.45 312.75 -61.99 113.46 -175.45 4.73 -170.720
101202-9 291763.2572 5370865.5459 1012.987 980556.69 980932.09 312.61 -62.80 113.40 -176.20 4.62 -171.587
101202-10 292093.1862 5370860.5759 1012.575 980557.01 980932.10 312.48 -62.60 113.36 -175.96 4.65 -171.308
101202-11 291952.6311 5371082.8443 1012.095 980557.52 980932.27 312.33 -62.42 113.30 -175.72 4.61 -171.111
101202-12 291779.2470 5371087.1735 1011.665 980557.10 980932.27 312.20 -62.97 113.26 -176.23 4.62 -171.610
101202-13 290121.2566 5373627.9111 1005.740 980562.23 980934.27 310.37 -61.67 112.59 -174.26 5.01 -169.254
101202-14 290268.7729 5373330.0418 1004.942 980561.80 980934.04 310.12 -62.12 112.50 -174.62 5.12 -169.501
101202-16 289578.1078 5373476.5666 1004.908 980561.37 980934.14 310.11 -62.65 112.50 -175.15 10.29 -164.859
101902-1 291013.3978 5370042.4298 1015.109 980554.46 980931.40 313.26 -63.68 113.64 -177.32 10.81 -166.513
101902-2 291521.7950 5369981.0258 1018.986 980555.16 980931.37 314.46 -61.75 114.08 -175.82 6.49 -169.330
101902-3 290974.4261 5370489.5019 1018.965 980555.70 980931.76 314.45 -61.61 114.07 -175.68 7.82 -167.869
101902-4 291101.4346 5370735.4819 1016.193 980556.24 980931.97 313.60 -62.13 113.76 -175.89 6.30 -169.597
101902-5 291477.9018 5372655.2355 1008.448 980563.22 980933.53 311.21 -59.10 112.90 -172.00 4.96 -167.040
101902-6 291742.2769 5372485.4743 1008.505 980562.26 980933.40 311.22 -59.92 112.90 -172.82 5.52 -167.297
101902-7 291975.7327 5372118.0930 1010.347 980561.79 980933.11 311.79 -59.52 113.11 -172.63 5.57 -167.063
101902-8 291894.7536 5371929.4124 1010.916 980560.64 980932.96 311.97 -60.35 113.17 -173.52 4.95 -168.576
101902-9 292503.9620 5369631.5946 1017.746 980556.58 980931.12 314.08 -60.46 113.94 -174.40 4.62 -169.772
101902-10 292702.3477 5369609.3533 1018.416 980557.24 980931 11 314.28 -59.58 114.01 -173.59 4.47 -169.126
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101902-11 292813.8451 5369868.3158 1019.982 980558.30 980931.32 314.77 -58.25 114.19 -172.44 4.34 -168.097
101902-12 292924.2468 5370153.0468 1016.460 980560.21 980931.55 313.68 -57.66 113.79 -171.45 4.44 -167.007
101902-13 292977.5944 5370492.3536 1014.359 980561.72 980931.83 313.03 -57.08 113.56 -170.64 5.39 -165.249
052703-1 290709.6420 5373375.1095 1007.355 980563.39 980934.09 310.87 -59.83 112.77 -172.61 4.44 -168.167
052703-2 290376.5569 5373678.9977 1006.564 980563.34 980934.32 310.63 -60.36 112.68 -173.04 4.53 -168.510
052703-3 289975.5064 5373746.0527 1008.453 980562.20 980934.37 311.21 -60.96 112.90 -173.86 5.25 -168.604
052703-4 289597.8128 5373851.0153 1008.801 980563.95 980934.44 311.32 -59.17 112.94 -172.11 6.46 -165.650
052703-5 289427.0666 5374101.0176 1004.828 980564.62 980934.64 310.09 -59.92 112.49 -172.41 7.09 -165.321
052703-6 289329.8804 5374336.0523 1005.151 980565.83 980934.82 310.19 -58.80 112.53 -171.33 6.21 -165.122
052703-7 289207.9640 5374475.0848 1004.595 980565.98 980934.93 310.02 -58.93 112.46 -171.40 6.25 -165.151
052703-8 288923.0743 5374703.3072 1002.524 980566.12 980935.11 309.38 -59.61 112.23 -171.84 6.83 -165.009
052703-9 288923.0743 5374703.3072 1002.504 980566.60 980935.11 309.37 -59.14 112.23 -171.37 6.83 -164.535
60203-1 290812.0453 5370525.7843 1041.572 980552.28 980931.79 321.43 -58.08 116.60 -174.69 9.25 -165.440
60203-2 290816.4657 5370464.8836 1043.028 980551.26 980931.74 321.88 -58.60 116.77 -175.37 9.11 -166.253
60203-4 291238.8972 5369648.3896 1025.045 980553.53 980931.09 316.33 -61.23 114.75 -175.99 9.83 -166.158
60203-5 291346.4936 5369473.8405 1018.934 980554.08 980930.96 314.44 -62.43 114.07 -176.50 11.27 -165.231
060303-7 293220.0023 5367787.4225 1025.807 980553.54 980929.65 316.56 -59.55 114.84 -174.39 9.17 -165.219
060303-8 292891 9597 5368493.9580 1022.959 980556.56 980930.21 315.69 -57.97 114.52 -172.49 6.62 -165.863
060303-9 292300.9156 5369635.3322 1019.625 980556.12 980931.11 314.66 -60.34 114.15 -174.49 4.88 -169.610
060303-10 292955.0283 5370570.2990 1017.503 980560.78 980931.89 314.00 -57.11 113.91 -171.02 5.83 -165.184
060303-11 292916.3351 5370711.0539 1050.855 980554.25 980932.00 324.29 -53.46 117.64 -171.10 6.73 -164.370
060303-12 292826.5208 5370841.9365 1051.850 980553.25 980932.10 324.60 -54.25 117.75 -172.01 6.92 -165.089
060303-13 288519.7679 5375007.8534 1001.002 980567.23 980935.34 308.91 -59.20 112.06 -171.26 5.86 -165.401
060303-14 288745.2069 5374908.0909 1001.079 980566.20 980935.27 308.93 -60.13 112.07 -172.20 5.70 -166.503
060303-15 288966.9878 5374794.7497 1002.019 980565.66 980935.18 309.22 -60.30 112.18 -172.48 5.84 -166.637
060303-16 293419.7909 5367472.1297 1026.327 980552.23 980929.40 316.72 -60.44 114.90 -175.34 9.92 -165.418
060303-17 289683.0772 5374510.3454 1002.635 980563.77 980934.97 309.41 -61.80 112.25 -174.04 5.02 -169.024
061003-1 290419.4833 5372585.5089 1009.653 980560.39 980933.44 311.58 -61.48 113.03 -174.51 5.52 -168.985
061003-2 290359.6097 5372852.9814 1008.773 980560.65 980933.66 311.31 -61.70 112.93 -174.63 5.38 -169.254
061003-3 290669.4247 5373106.2627 1007.940 980561.84 980933.87 311.05 -60.98 112.84 -173.82 4.45 -169.364
061003-4 291031.3833 5369743.0531 1034.422 980550.76 980931.16 319.22 -61.18 115.80 -176.99 12.06 -164.928
061903-1 293027.8000 5368553.1993 1024.478 980556.66 980930.26 316.15 -57.45 114.69 -172.14 5.93 -166.205
061903-2 293319.7321 5368582.9053 1025.287 980557.16 980930.29 316.40 -56.73 114.78 -171.51 5.23 -166.282
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061903-3 292649.4290 5371184.1310 1045.366 980553.37 980932.38 322.60 -56.41 117.03 -173.44 7.38 -166.061
061903-4 291260.2209 5373256.7385 1008.481 980562.67 980934.01 311.22 -60.12 112.90 -173.02 5.34 -167.687
061903-5 289760.8033 5374280.5799 1003.655 980563.70 980934.79 309.73 -61.36 112.36 -173.72 4.96 -168.761
061903-6 289905.4657 5374453.5614 1004.796 980563.54 980934.93 310.08 -61.32 112.49 -173.80 4.54 -169.260
061903-7 290174.9429 5374695.8171 1033.204 980558.46 980935.14 318.85 -57.84 115.67 -173.50 5.12 -168.381
062003-1 292882.7658 5368185.8860 1054.224 980549.30 980929.96 325.33 -55.32 118.02 -173.34 9.54 -163.801
062003-2 292224.4053 5368471.8618 1024.120 980552.96 980930.17 316.04 -61.17 114.65 -175.82 10.11 -165.711
062003-3 292147.6780 5368372.3696 1047.573 980548.30 980930.09 323.28 -58.51 117.28 -175.79 12.01 -163.779
062003-4 291746.6412 5368542.1440 1121.415 980534.40 980930.21 346.07 -49.75 125.54 -175.29 11.64 -163.651
062003-5 291029.8735 5369744.2407 1037.388 980550.71 980931.16 320.14 -60.32 116.14 -176.45 11.98 -164.475
062003-6 289325.8117 5374224.4242 1018.792 980562.87 980934.73 314.40 -57.47 114.05 -171.52 6.83 -164.686
062003-7 289999.6204 5373305.9052 1005.397 980561.00 980934.01 310.27 -62.75 112.55 -175.30 5.96 -169.341
062003-8 289879.5672 5373482.3527 1005.408 980562.06 980934.15 310.27 -61.82 112.56 -174.38 6.09 -168.287
062003-9 290203.1485 5373144.6828 1007.069 980561.48 980933.89 310.78 -61.63 112.74 -174.37 5.50 -168.865
070103-1 291521.3650 5369975.5687 1018.362 980555.13 980931.37 314.27 -61.97 114.01 -175.97 6.51 -169.466
070103-2 291731.3219 5369588.9903 1018.905 980554.98 980931.06 314.43 -61.65 114.07 -175.71 6.79 -168.922
070103-3 291791.8730 5369340.9631 1020.879 980555.12 980930.86 315.04 -60.70 114.29 -174.99 7.30 -167.683
070103-4 291989.3755 5368683.5763 1030.288 980553.17 980930.34 317.95 -59.22 115.34 -174.56 9.96 -164.599
070203-1 291354.8978 5372503.3148 1010.086 980560.94 980933.40 311.71 -60.75 113.08 -173.82 4.65 -169.179
070203-2 291155.0349 5372904.6040 1009.514 980562.71 980933.72 311.54 -59.48 113.02 -172.49 4.53 -167.957
070203-3 291001.8808 5373081.9341 1009.834 980563.24 980933.86 311.63 -58.99 113.05 -172.04 4.32 -167.716
070203-4 290840.3321 5372790.8786 1008.944 980560.93 980933.62 311.36 -61.33 112.95 -174.28 4.47 -169.809
070203-5 291310.6584 5371709.8814 1012.870 980558.26 980932.76 312.57 -61.93 113.39 -175.32 4.68 -170.639
070203-6 291842.0207 5371588.9054 1013.363 980558.69 980932.68 312.72 -61.27 113.45 -174.72 4.58 -170.140
070203-7 291604.5814 5371474.0089 1015.064 980557.89 980932.58 313.25 -61.44 113.64 -175.07 4.63 -170.445
070203-8 292171.7552 6371311.5801 1014.341 980558.99 980932.46 313.03 -60.45 113.56 -174.00 4.80 -169.202
070303-1 293404.8226 5367758.1561 1025.760 980554.48 980929.63 316.55 -58.60 114.83 -173.43 7.98 -165.453
070303-2 292231.5916 5371469.2854 1013.507 980560.28 980932.59 312.77 -59.54 113.46 -173.01 5.20 -167.801
070303-3 292026.8930 5300099.0093 1023.836 980558.36 980936.00 315.80 -56.92 114.60 -173.90 0.69 -160.002
070303-0 293640.8909 5302606.9096 1008.709 980562.03 980938.80 315.90 -59.83 113.83 -170.00 0.20 -160.008
070303-3 293006.0003 5302880.0798 1022.030 980560.86 980933.22 319.04 -50.09 110.49 -109.08 0.20 -166.000
070303-0 290006.6969 5309829.0806 1000.306 980568.69 980930.00 310.00 -56.09 113.06 -170.30 4.90 -160.360
070303-9 299823.6009 5300039.3099 1006.926 980569.06 980936.60 310.08 -60.20 113.09 -170.00 4.04 -160.268
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070303-6 293781.1688 5369442.9745 1020.161 980560.16 980931.00 314.82 -56.03 114.21 -170.23 4.16 -166.069
070303-7 293794.4709 5369020.2951 1020.862 980560.67 980930.66 315.04 -54.96 114.29 -169.24 4.70 -164.544
080103-1 293503.2448 5368836.6733 1022.164 980556.44 980930.50 315.44 -58.63 114.43 -173.06 4.68 -168.378
080103-2 294051.4871 5369135.8414 1021.042 980557.31 980930.76 315.09 -58.36 114.31 -172.67 4.54 -168.126
080103-3 293485.0883 5368288.4863 1028.277 980558.61 980930.06 317.33 -54.12 115.12 -169.24 5.69 -163.549
080103-4 293631.2564 5368013.9691 1032.229 980555.09 980929.84 318.55 -56.21 115.56 -171.77 6.53 -165.232
080103-5 293476.4710 5370073.3360 1018.726 980562.57 980931.50 314.38 -54.55 114.05 -168.60 4.33 -164.266
080203-1 289785.0231 5373867.1057 1004.499 980563.01 980934.46 309.99 -61.46 112.45 -173.91 5.76 -168.155
080203-2 290174.2310 5373851.0681 1004.121 980563.19 980934.46 309.87 -61.40 112.41 -173.81 4.87 -168.935
080203-3 290491.3882 5373588.9617 1005.990 980564.00 980934.25 310.45 -59.80 112.62 -172.42 4.51 -167.915
111403-1 289623.1640 5374113.0244 1002.490 980564.46 980934.65 309.37 -60.83 112.23 -173.06 5.84 -167.218
111403-2 289469.5862 5374488.9871 1001.039 980565.10 980934.95 308.92 -60.93 112.07 -173.00 5.59 -167.409
111403-3 290096.6051 5374112.2687 1005.882 980562.94 980934.66 310.42 -61.31 112.61 -173.92 4.60 -169.319
111403-4 290460.2863 5373952.0670 1004.484 980564.36 980934.55 309.98 -60.21 112.45 -172.66 4.58 -168.076
111403-5 291916.8721 5371322.3541 1016.206 980558.13 980932.47 313.60 -60.74 113.76 -174.50 4.61 -169.886
111403-6 292289.4482 5370695.5750 1015.904 980557.59 980931.97 313.51 -60.87 113.73 -174.60 4.55 -170.047
111403-7 292279.6058 5370345.7455 1018.081 980556.44 980931.69 314.18 -61.07 113.97 -175.04 4.49 -170.551
112103-1 289230.9765 5374830.7759 1000.843 980564.76 980935.22 308.86 -61.60 112.04 -173.65 5.42 -168.230
112103-2 289467.9013 5375185.0956 1012.842 980561.97 980935 51 312.56 -60.98 113.39 -174.37 4.73 -169.640
112103-3 289473.8621 5374869.4507 1013.547 980562.17 980935.26 312.78 -60.31 113.47 -173.78 4.53 -169.245
112103-4 289931.1567 5374869.8012 1020.234 980561.29 980935.27 314.84 -59.13 114.22 -173.35 4.96 -168.393
112103-5 289204.3195 5375479.9415 1006.542 980562.98 980935.74 310.62 -62.14 112.68 -174.82 5.40 -169.420
112103-6 288779.9345 5375661.6140 1009.889 980563.74 980935.88 311.65 -60.48 113.06 -173.54 5.52 -168.018
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Appendix C 
Ground Penetrating Radar Results
All successful GPR surveys, except for those included in the main text, are shown below with arrows pointing to hyperbolic reflectors 
interpreted as boulders. All of the 79 GPR survey results are provided in the accompanying disk in the back of this thesis. The last 
letter in the file number indicates the general direction of the survey (N = north, S = south, E = east, W = west).
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Appendix D 
Seismic Survey Locations and Models
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Figure D l .  Location map for seism ic lines one through five.
All of the following models were produced with SIPwin versin 2.x. All cross sections are 
facing north or east (depending on the orientation of the seismic line). The red letters A 
and/or B indicate the shot point locations. The black A’s and/or B’s within the depth
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model indicate the calculated depths of the endpoints of the refracted waves from the shot 
point with the corresponding label.
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Appendix E
Well Logs and Locations for Selected Recently Drilled Wells in
the Nyack Valley
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Figure E l .  Location map for wells in which well logs are given here. Seismic lines
are also shown for reference.
HA 04 HA 10
Depth (m) Description Sample Description Sample
0 soil none soil none
0.2 gravel none soil none
0.3 gravel none soil none
0.5 gravel none soil none
0.6 gravel none soil none
0.8 gravel none soil none
0.9 gravel none soil none
1.1 gravel none soil none
1.2 gravel none soil none
1.4 gravel none soil none
1.5 gravel none soil none
1.7 gravel none soil none
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1.8 gravel none soil none
2 gravel none soil none
2.1 gravel none soil brown silty clay
2.3 gravel none soil brown silty clay
2.4 gravel none gravel none
2.6 gravel none gravel none
2.7 gravel none gravel none
2.9 gravel none gravel none
3 gravel none gravel none
3.2 gravel none gravel none
3.4 gravel none gravel none
3.5 gravel none gravel none
3.7 gravel none gravel none
3.8 gravel none gravel none
4 gravel none gravel none
4.1 gravel none gravel none
4.3 gravel none gravel none
4.4 gravel none gravel none
4.6 gravel none gravel none
4.7 gravel none gravel none
4.9 gravel none gravel none
5 gravel none gravel none
5.2 gravel none gravel none
5.3 gravel none gravel none
5.5 gravel none gravel none
5.6 gravel none gravel none
5.8 gravel none gravel none
5.9 gravel none gravel none
6.1 sand none gravel none
6.3 sand none gravel none
6.4 sand none silt/clay none
6.6 sand none silt/clay none
6.7 sand none silt/clay none
6.9 sand none silt/clay none
7 sand none silt/clay none
7.2 sand none silt/clay none
7.3 sand none silt/clay none
7.5 sand none silt/clay none
7.6 sand none silt/clay none
7.8 sand none silt/clay none
7.9 sand none silt/clay none
8.1 sand none silt/clay none
8.2 sand none silt/clay none
8.4 sand none silt/clay none
8.5 sand none silt/clay none
8.7 sand none silt/clay none
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8.8 sand none silt/clay none
g sand none silt/clay none
9.1 sand none gravel none
9.3 sand none s It/clay none
9.5 sand none s It/clay none
9.6 sand none s It/clay none
9.8 sand none s It/clay none
9.9 sand none s It/clay none
10.1 sand none s It/clay none
10.2 sand none s It/clay none
10.4 sand none s It/clay none
10.5 sand none s It/clay none
10.7 sand none s It/clay none
10.8 sand none s It/clay none
11 sand none s It/clay none
11.1 sand none s It/clay none
11.3 sand none s It/clay none
11.4 sand none s It/clay none
11.6 sand none s It/clay brown silty clay
11.7 sand none s It/clay brown silty clay
11.9 sand none s It/clay brown silty clay
12 sand none s It/clay brown silty clay
12.2 sand none
12.3 sand none
12.5 sand none
12.7 sand none
12.8 sand none
13 sand none
13.1 sand coarse sand
13.3 sand coarse sand
13.4 gravel
gravel, some 
sand
13.6 gravel
gravel, some 
sand
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